
Year-End Giving 
Happened. 
Now What?



Jump for Joy!

We all survived 

year-end 

fundraising!
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Now the work really begins

“Nonprofit development is a 
marathon, not a sprint.”

Communications Strategy Guide for Nonprofits, Classy.org, August 2018 3



The donor lifecycle

Identification Cultivation Solicitation Stewardship
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Results of a good stewardship program

Donors:

1. Giving regularly

2. Giving to priorities

3. Giving in usable ways

4. Giving to capacity

5. Feeling recognized

6. Willingness to participate

7. Spreading the message

8. Bringing others along

Source: Intentional Stewardship: Bringing Your Donors to Their Highest Level of Philanthropy, Julia Emlen, 2007



Stewardship

Gift 
received

Thank Recognize Report

Repeat
(hopefully)
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Thanking Donors



Thanking donors is key!
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Just two numbers to remember

65%
of first-time donors won’t make a second gift

80%
of donors say a prompt, meaningful thank you letter and additional 

communication that explains how the donation was used is what would 

convince them to make another gift
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“The donor is the customer. They’re 

buying the experience of  feeling 

good. Make them feel that, you get 

rewarded.”

~Tom Ahern
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Courtesy: Mark Phillips, BlueFrog



Personal thank you notes and phone calls
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[Month day, year]

Dear [donor],

Thank you for your recent gift of $XXX. Your support helps us to provide personal care to animals, 
like Sky, until they find their forever homes. Let me share her story with you.

Sky came to us from an animal shelter. She had been confiscated along with over 130 other dogs 
from a hoarder. But the shelter didn’t have room for all of those dogs, so many folks pitched in to 
help, including [XYZ rescue]. When Sky arrived she was a painfully shy pup who had most likely never 
known love. Her reticence was extreme. So much so that she had to be sedated for grooming!

Thanks to a caring foster who took her into her home and with the help of a volunteer trainer, Sky 
came out of her shell and started to make friends and enjoy life. So much so, that she was recently 
adopted by a special family who will continue to show Sky that there are good people in this world 
who want the best for her and will love her for life.

We are so grateful for all you’ve done for the animals. On behalf 
of Sky and other dogs to whom you’ve given a second chance, 
thank you. 

Warm regards,

[Name]
[Title]

[XYZ organization] is a 501(c)(3) public charity (EIN [insert EIN #]), therefore, this gift donation is tax deductible to the extent 
permitted by law. No tangible goods or services were provided in exchange for this donation unless noted above. [insert 
any language required by your state].

Acknowledgement Letter
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Video is magic!
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Year-end creates a lot of “donor-versaries”
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Donor Reporting



Impact reporting via email

https://mailchi.mp/01a04976403a/together-we-saved-13406-animals-in-2018?e=4f359f15e2
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Impact reporting via postcard
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Donor Recognition



Recognition plan by segment

Recognition 
Benefit 

Segment 1 Segment 2 Segment 3 Segment 4

Membership 
certificate

X X X X

Personally-recorded 
thank you video

X X X

Donor listing in 
publication

X X

Donor spotlight X X

Event recognition 
presentation

X X

Name on donor 
wall or building

X
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Recognition examples
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Donor Listing

Donor Wall

Event 
Presentation
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In Summary:
It’s all about #donorlove



Stewardship is all about #donorlove

1. Your donors are heroes

2. You share amazing and inspiring stories

3. You connect to your donor’s values and emotions

4. #donorlove is a courtship. A romance. How you make your donor 

fall – and STAY – in love with you?

5. You ask for one thing. And only one thing.

6. Who – or what – is the right voice for your story?

7. Donor love is all the small things, all the time.

8. You say “thanks” with passion

22Bloomerang webinar, “#DonorLove: Forever & a Day” with Jen Love & John Lepp, Agents of Good. https://www.slideshare.net/bloomerang/donorlove-forever-
and-a-day/ 


